
The Arts
All the Greys on GreeneAll the Greys on Greene
StreetStreet
by Laura Tucker
A 12-year-old artist in 1981 SoHo
searches for answers when her father
abruptly disappears in the middle of the
night amid questions about a partner's
suspicious behavior and missing art.

Blood water paintBlood water paint
by Joy McCullough
In Renaissance Italy, Artemisia
Gentileschi endures the subjugation of
women that allows her father to take
credit for her extraordinary paintings,
rape and the ensuing trial, and torture,
buoyed by her deceased mother's
stories of strong women of the Bible.

How to be luminousHow to be luminous
by Harriet Reuter Hapgood
Losing her ability to see colors when her
mentally ill mother disappears without
warning, 17-year-old artist Minnie
struggles to endure the possible losses of
her family, future and first love.

Hurricane seasonHurricane season
by Nicole Melleby
Eleven-year-old Fig enrolls in an art class
to better understand her father, a
composer and pianist whose mental
illness she tries to conceal from
classmates, neighbors, and social
services.

I love you so mochiI love you so mochi
by Sarah Kuhn
Eagerly visiting her estranged
grandparents in Japan to distance
herself from the mother who
disapproves of her fashion ambitions, a
talented young designer immerses
herself in Kyoto's markets and cherry
blossom festival and bonds with a cute

med student while uncovering illuminating family secrets.

Our year of maybeOur year of maybe
by Rachel Lynn Solomon
Aspiring choreographer Sophie Orenstein,
eighteen, wonders if seventeen-year-old
Peter Rosenthal-Porter, gifted pianist,
best friend, and secret crush, will love her
back after receiving her kidney.

Let me hear a rhymeLet me hear a rhyme
by Tiffany D. Jackson
After their friend is murdered, three
friends promote his music under a new
rap name, the Architect, but when his
demo catches a music label rep's
attention, the trio must prove his talent
from beyond the grave.

When I was summerWhen I was summer
by J. B. Howard
Struggling with a hopeless crush and a
family that does not understand her
passion for music, a teen identifies three
women whom she believes might be her
biological mother and decides to track
them down hoping to finding answers
and a sense of belonging.South Country Library
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